SMARTKEY® RE-KEY TECHNOLOGY

THE LOCK YOU CAN RE-KEY IN SECONDS

Now you can re-key your locks, quickly & securely, without the extra hassle & cost of removing the lock from the door.

- Increase jobsite security
- Control jobsite keys
- Reduce callbacks / simple on site re-keying
- Homeowner peace of mind

1. Insert functioning key & turn 1/4 turn clockwise.
2. Insert & remove the SmartKey learn tool. Remove functioning key.
3. Insert new key & turn 1/2 turn counter-clockwise. Done. Your lock is now re-keyed!

You must have your functioning key & the learn tool for the system to work.
BumpGuard™

SmartKey’s patented side locking bar technology replaces the traditional pin-and-tumbler design and provides improved security against lock bumping.

How to Use the Reset Cradle

1. Unscrew the back of the deadbolt & remove the cylinder from the deadbolt casing.
2. Remove the C-clip that holds the cylinder plug.
3. Remove the cylinder plug from the housing unit.
4. Hold the bottom firmly & rotate the top section clockwise. The arrow should point to the lock icon.
5. Insert the cylinder all the way into the inner dial.
6. Rotate the top section counter-clockwise until it stops. The arrow should meet with the top arrow.
7. Insert the SmartKey tool & push with force until it clicks. Remove the SmartKey tool.
8. Insert the new key, while being sure not to rotate the plug. Remove the plug by gently pulling the key.
9. Hold the cylinder body & rotate the key 90° clockwise. Remove the key.

Insert functioning key & turn 1/4 turn clockwise.
Insert new key & turn 1/2 turn counter-clockwise. Done.
Your lock is now re-keyed!

Insert & remove the SmartKey learn tool. Remove functioning key.

Functioning Key New Key SmartKey Learn Tool

You must have your functioning key & the learn tool for the system to work.

SmartKey’s patented side locking bar technology replaces the traditional pin-and-tumbler design and provides improved security against lock bumping.